The Japan Landslide Society has published “LANDSLIDES IN JAPAN The Sixth Revision”. The updated version includes a history of landslide mitigation measures, and looks at new investigation methods and recent landslides. All six editions are available on one CD-ROM, so the reader can appreciate the advancements we have made in landslide research and the development of mitigation technology over the past 30 years.

CONTENTS
Preface
1. Japan and its Nature (Landform, Geology and Climate)
2. History of Landslide Mitigation Measures in Japan
3. Characteristics of Landslides in Japan
4. Landslide Investigation and Prediction
5. Landslide Mitigation Measures
6. Recent Representative Landslides and Slope Failures in Japan
7. Professional Organizations Engaging in Landslide Study and Mitigation

Total pages; 64
The CD-ROM includes all six editions in PDF format

PRICE ¥3,000 (The price includes postage.)

HOW TO ORDER
Procedure
- Please send the following information (the book title, number of copies, your name, address, telephone no., fax no., or e-mail address) enclosed with an international money order* (amount of 3,000 Japanese Yen/one copy) by mail to the address mentioned below. *Credit card is not available.
- After your request and a money order reach to the office, booklet(s) will be shipped in a week.

Japan Landslide Society
Kaga Bldg., 5-30-7, Shinbashi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-0004 Japan
Phone: +81-3-3432-1878 Fax: +81-3-5408-5250
E-mail: office@landslide-soc.org
Home Page: http://japan.landslide-soc.org/index-e.html